Rocky Mtn Spiral Squares

Materials and Details
● Yarn: 6” square - 50 yards ww yarn; 12” square - 100-125 yards ww yarn
Yarn colors used in sample: Red Heart With Love Lilac, Mallard, Lettuce, Iced Blue, Aran
● Crochet Hook: J (6mm)
● Notions: Yarn needle for weaving in ends
● Measurements: 6” and 12” squares
Tips
● Numbers at the beginning of each line may refer to steps and not indicate the number of rows.
● If you have any questions about this pattern please contact heidi@snappy-tots.com.
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Directions
1. With a J hook and yarn color of choice (Lilac in sample), start with a magic circle of 5 sc sts (or preferred
method for starting a circle of 5 sc sts), pull closed and place a marker for working in the round. (5sts)
2. 2sc in each st until 1 st remains, 2sc in the next st, changing colors before the last st is complete (see photo
below). (10sts)

Note: The following rounds are worked in BLO (Back Loops Only) until noted (after step #8).
3. Finish off the current yarn and change colors (Mallard in sample). (sc, hdc) in next st, 2hdc in each st to end
of round. (20sts)
Tip: To prevent holes when working in BLO, I work into the back loop + the 3rd loop behind the st (see photos
below).

4. *hdc, 2hdc in next st*, repeat to end of round. (30sts)
5. Finish off the current yarn and change colors (Lettuce in sample).*hdc 2, 2hdc in next st*, repeat to end of
round. (40sts)
6. *hdc 3, 2hdc in next st*, repeat to end of round. (50sts)
7. Finish off the current yarn and change colors (Ice Blue in sample).*hdc 4, 2hdc in next st*, repeat until 5 sts
remain, hdc 4, (hdc, sc) in the last st. Sl st in the next st (this is the new beginning of the round). (60sts)
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8. Finish off the current yarn and change colors (Aran in sample). The beginning ch counts as a stitch. Ch 2,
(dc, ch 2, 2dc) in same space (to form the corner), *dc, hdc 2, sc 8, hdc 2, dc, (2dc, ch 2, 2dc) in next st (to
form corner)*, repeat twice, dc, hdc 2, sc 8, hdc, dc, sl st in top of beginning ch 2 to join. (72sts + 8 chs)
Note: Yep, this IS pretty wonky shaped at this point. It will all even out in the end (photo below, left).
9. Note: Stop working in BLO unless noted on each step.
Sl st to corner space. Ch 1, *(2sc, ch 2, 2sc) in corner space, sk 1, sc 17*, repeat to end of round, sl st in first
st to join. (84sts + 8 chs) Note: The skipped st might be a little hidden under the corner cluster.
Finish off the current yarn and weave in ends (photo below, right).
END HERE FOR THE 6” SQUARE.

10. This step starts the first triangle on one side of the square (lilac in sample) and uses 23 sts on each side.
Attach the new color to the first ch st at the right (see photo below). Working in BLO, ch 1, sc in the same st,
sc 22. (23sts) Note: Make sure to work each st into the BLO. Do not start and end in the corner spaces
because that would appear to cut into the “smaller square”. We want to work into the back loops only in each
st and ch across to make it appear as tho the smaller square sits on top of the bigger square.
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11. Ch 1, turn, sc2tog, sc in each st across until 2 sts
remain, sc2tog. (21sts)
12. Repeat the previous st until 3 sts remain.
13. Ch 1, turn, sc2tog, ch 2, sl st in the last st. Finish off
and weave in ends.

14. Rotate the piece clockwise to work across the next
side of the square. Find the first unused st and repeat
steps 10-13.
15. Repeat the previous step for the next 2 sides of the
square. After the last side, do NOT finish off the yarn.
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16. This step is worked around the outer edge of our new, big square. The square should be 9” across one
edge at this point. I suggest using the same yarn color as the triangles for this round.
Ch 1, turn to work from the front of the block. Sl st in the corner space. Ch 1, *(sc, ch 2, sc) in the corner
space, sc 13 sts evenly down the side of the triangle, sc2tog where the 2 triangles meet, picking up one st
from the tip of each triangle (see photo below), sc 13 sts evenly up the side of the next triangle*, repeat
around the square, sl st in the first st to join, sl st to the corner space. (116sts + 8chs) 9.5” square.
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17. The beginning ch counts as a stitch. Ch 2, (hdc, ch 2, 2hdc) in the same corner space, sk 1, hdc 27, sk 1,
*(2hdc, ch 2, 2hdc) in corner space, sk 1, hdc 27, sk 1*, repeat to end of round, sl st in first st to join. Sl st to
corner space. (124sts + 8chs) 10.25” across
18. Finish off the current yarn and change colors (Lettuce in sample). The beginning ch counts as a stitch. Ch
2, (dc, ch 2, 2dc) in the same corner space, sk 1 post, BPDC around each post until 1 post remains before the
corner (29 posts), sk 1 post, *(2dc, ch 2, 2dc) in corner space, sk 1 post, BPDC around each post until 1 post
remains before the corner (29 posts), sk 1 post,* repeat to end of round, sl st in first st to join. Sl st to corner
space. (132sts + 8 chs) 10.75” across
19. Finish off the current yarn and change colors (Mallard in sample). The beginning ch counts as a stitch. Ch
2, (dc, ch 2, 2dc) in the same corner space, sk 1 post, BPDC around each post until 1 post remains before the
corner (31 posts), sk 1 post, *(2dc, ch 2, 2dc) in corner space, sk 1 post, BPDC around each post until 1 post
remains before the corner (31 posts), sk 1 post,* repeat to end of round, sl st in first st to join. Sl st to corner
space. (140sts + 8 chs) 11.25” across
20. Finish off the current yarn and change colors (Lt. Blue in sample). Ch 1, *4sc in corner, sk 1, sc 33, sk 1*,
repeat to end of round, sl st in first st to join. Finish off and weave in ends. (148sts) 12” across
Extra Round (optional if needed for measurement): Ch 1, *4sc in corner, sk 1, sc 35, sk 1*, repeat to end of
round, sl st in first st to join. Finish off and weave in ends. (156sts)
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SPIRAL
Note: For the main sample, I started with Aran yarn to match the outer edge of the spiral section. Then, as the
colors of the spiral changed, I changed my yarn color, always one color behind. When it changed to the Lettuce, I
changed to Iced Blue. When it changed to Mallard, I changed to Lettuce.
With the outer edge of the block towards you, attach yarn to the last front loop of the center section (see photo
below, left) . Working in each of the loops (remaining loops), sl st in each stitch, spiraling around, to the center.
Finish off and weave in ends.
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Suggestion
The 6” and 12” squares would be fun together for an
afghan. I laid this out on my computer to give you an
idea.

Contact & Snappy Spots

Please visit Snappy Tots online for giveaways, new release
announcements, events and fun.
Blog: http://snappy-tots.com
Shop: http://shop.snappy-tots.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/snappytots
Pinterest: http://www.pinterest.com/snappytots
Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/snappytots
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/snappytots
If you have any questions, comments or suggestions please email
heidi@snappy-tots.com.
I hope you will enjoy this pattern and I would love to see what you make.
Please share pix as a ravelry project or tag me in social media posts by adding
#snappytots.
I hope you have a wonderful day!

